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Motivations

Objectives

 Conventional treats sentence as sequence of words, and disregard all other linguistic syntax and structure a sentence

should have.

1) Design a phrase-based model for image
captioning.
 “language structure involving, in some form or other, a phrase structure hierarchy, or immediate constituent organization”
— Prof. Victor Yngve 2) Investigate on its performance as compared to a pure sequence model.
 Question: Given the importance of sentence structure, how would it affect a language model that generates image caption
if the sentence is encoded in a structural manner?

Proposed phi-LSTM
Step 3: Phrase Selection Objective:
 Decoding stage: generate phrases → generate full sentence
 All NP = a ‘phrase’ token (decoding sentence)
 Which NP = the input of next time step?

Model Architecture: a) Lower Hierarchy (Phrase); b) Upper Hierarchy (Sentence) Levels

Step 1: Phrase Chunking:
 Characteristic of image descriptions:
 Phrase selection objective → train the model for recognizing probable NP inputs

 Consists of mostly noun phrases (NP), linked

with verb and prepositional phrases.
 Each NP is strongly image relevant.

Objective Function:

 Each NP has similar syntactic role.

 Overall objective function:

 Partitioning the learning of NP and sentence
 Perplexity of each sentence:

structure
 Dependency parsing (Stanford CoreNLP tool)

Step 2: Encoding of Phrase and Sentence:

 Phrase selection objective:

Other Settings:
 CNN model: VGG-16 pre-trained on ImageNet
 LSTM parameters: different for phrase and sentence level, with dropout
 Word embedding parameters: same for both levels
 Words discarded: occurrence < 5 times (Flickr8k) / 8 times (Flickr30k)
 Optimizer: RMSprop (minibatch size = 100)

 Sentence = sequence of noun phrases and words.
 A ‘phrase’ token is added into the corpus

Results
Quantitative results (BLEU):

Analysis on corpus (Flickr8k):

Phrases generated:

BLEU score variation

 phi-LSTM is able to generate sentence formed with more variety of words.
 T = Perplexity
threshold of a
phrase
 K = Maximum
number of
phrases per
sentence

Top 5 least trained words inferred

Sentence generated:

Top 5 most trained words absent

 Red fonts = phrase with perplexity value <T

